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NOT your little sister's glittery fairy story!

Everyone knows rule #1 in the dragon world: Never, ever mess with a dragon's mama. So 
when Danny Dragonbreath's mom gets kidnapped by fairies, Danny, his best friend 
Wendell, and know-it-all Christiana hop the first bus to the Faerie realm to show those 
fairies who's boss. But these are not the sparkly Tinkerbell kind of fairies. These guys play 
dirty, and escaping fairyland with Danny's mom is no easy task, even for a sort-of-fire-
breathing dragon.

The seventh book in this laugh-until-smoke-comes-out-of-your-nose series is perfect for 
Wimpy Kid, Bad Kitty, and Dork Diary fans everywhere.
Ursula Vernon lives in Pittsboro, North Carolina.In this seventh series entry, Danny 
Dragonbreath's mother disappears after she enters a mysterious ring of mushrooms that 
springs up in the backyard. It appears that fairies have kidnapped her, so Danny, his best 
friend Wendell, and skeptical Christiana hop the first bus to the faerie realm to rescue 
Danny's mama. Their mission won't be easy; these are not sweet, sparkly fairies. Vernon 
combines prose text with spot illustrations and occasional comic book-format pages in 
black, white, and green to provide readers with a fantasy adventure spiced with humor and 
memorable characters. Grades 3-5. --Kat Kan
Other Books
Attack of the Ninja Frogs, Danny Dragonbreath knows girls are nothing but trouble. And 
the new foreign exchange student, Suki the Salamander, is the worst: she's reduced his 
best friend, Wendell, to a blithering, lovesick tadpole. But when a group of ninja frogs 
attempt to kid
�����. Danny Dragonbreath knows girls are nothing but trouble."
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